
EyeT+ Flex is the AI-based 3D vision system that solves
the problem of automated picking and sorting

for logistics in a fast and efficient way.

PICKING & SORTING
FOR LOGISTICS



FAQ

Does this system support more than one pallet/container?
Yes, our EyeT+ Flex has been especially developed for these cases

Which robot brands are supported?
Kuka, ABB, Fanuc, Yaskawa, Kawasaki, UR, Doosan, Comau, Staubli. This list is always growing, plus, we can add 
robots models and brands on-demand

How large is the area covered by the system?
Starting from small bins for envelopes, up to over 2 meters of stacked boxes

Is robot code available?
Yes, samples are available for the most prominent brands and PLCs

How do I communicate with the robot?
TCP/IP, Industrial field buses (Devicenet, Profibus, CANOpen, EthernetIP, EtherCAT, Profinet), Siemens S7, ROS

Which kind of maintenance is needed?
No scheduled maintenance is needed, and the system is pre-calibrated when delivered

How do I perform a feasibility test?
Demo units are available. Testing sessions are also performed at our lab

Does the system work with layered objects?
Yes, no problem

WHAT IS EYET+ FLEX FOR? MANAGE
THE SYSTEM
AUTONOMOUSLY

NO
PRE-CONFIGURATION
NEEDED!

INCREASES
PRODUCTIVITY

Example volumes (mm)                                  1200x1000 1200 deep
Work distance (from highest point - mm)               1800
Spatial resolution (mm)                                                                0,26-0,43

Installed on linear axis, it allows to cover piles up to 2400mm tall

Example volumes (mm)                                  300×400 300 deep       800×600 600 deep
Work distance (from highest point - mm)      450                     900
Spatial resolution (mm)                            0,26 - 0,43                      0,51 - 0,84
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Thanks to our deep-learning 
algorithms, you don’t have to 
input any data from the objects

Robust object recognition thanks 
to our 2D+3D technology

Collision-free robot trajectories 
are provided

Multiple picking strategies 
available (columns, from outside 
first, etc.)

Robust recognition of pallettized 
boxes that are very tightly stacked 
together

Works 24/7

Overcomes the lack of manual 
labor

No scheduled maintenance 
needed
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